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DEDEKIND SEMIDOMAINS
PEYMAN NASEHPOUR
Abstract. We define Dedekind semidomains as semirings in which each nonzero
fractional ideal is invertible. Then we find some equivalent condition for semir-
ings to being Dedekind. For example, we prove that a Noetherian semidomain
is Dedekind if and only if it is multiplication. Then we show that a subtractive
Noetherian semidomain is Dedekind if and only if it is a pi-semiring and each of
it nonzero prime ideal is invertible. We also show that the maximum number
of the generators of each ideal of a subtractive Dedekind semidomain is 2.
0. Introduction
Dulin and Mosher introduce the concept of Dedekind semidomain as a semido-
main in which every k-ideal is a product of prime k-ideals and in addition to some
interesting facts, they give the main result of their paper which says that a semisub-
tractive semidomain R is Dedekind if and only if R is Noetherian, integrally closed,
and each of its prime k-ideals is maximal [18, Theorem 1]. While the statements that
they prove in their paper is a nice generalization of some statements for Dedekind
domains in the literature, their definition for semidomain is narrow since for them
a semidomain is a commutative halfring with multiplicative cancellation and with
a multiplicative identity. Note that for them a halfring is a semiring with additive
cancellation and a semiring is a halfring if and only if it can be embedded in a ring
called its “ring of differences” [8, p. 50]. Therefore, their paper apparently gives no
information on the factorization of ideals into prime ones in those semirings which
cannot be embedded in rings.
The main purpose of our paper is to generalize some of the statements for
Dedekind domains and prove them for all semidomains (or at least for subtrac-
tive semidomains). Before we report what we do in the current paper, we bring
some historical information on Dedekind domains which we believe it is useful to
explain what our targets in this paper are.
We may agree that the main result of Dedekind’s groundbreaking 1871 work [13]
is that every nonzero ideal in the domain of integers of an algebraic number field
is a unique product of prime ideals (see Lemma 5.31 in [27] and p. 27 in [31]).
Mathematicians have investigated domains having this property and have found
many interesting equivalent conditions (definitions) for such domains [46, p. 143].
Matsumura, in the introduction of his book [41], says that - a forerunner of the
abstract treatment of commutative ring theory - Sono (1886–1969) gives successfully
an axiomatic characterization of Dedekind rings in his 1917 paper [57]. For more
on the Japanese mathematician Sono, check [10, 56]. Then Matsumura adds that
Emmy Noether (1882–1935) gives a different system of axioms for Dedekind rings
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in her 1927 memoir [53]; the work which is one of the main contributions of Emmy
Noether in commutative ring theory as Bourbaki asserts [6, p. 110].
Dedekind domains (in some resources Dedekind rings [29, p. 68] and [41, p. 82])
have so many equivalent definitions (see Sec. 37 of Chap. VI in [20] and Sec. 4 of
Chap. VI in [37]). Shortly, we list those of the equivalent statements that either we
generalize in this paper or we believe they are useful for the purposes of our paper.
For an arbitrary domain D, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) Nonzero fractional ideals of D form a group under multiplication (Krull
[33]).
(2) Every nonzero proper ideal of D is a product of prime ideals in D (Matusita
[42]).
(3) The domain D is Noetherian, and for its maximal ideals m, there are no
ideals a strictly between m2 and m, i.e., m2 ⊂ a ⊂ m (I.S. Cohen [12]).
(4) The domain D is Noetherian, and the lattice of its ideals is distributive, i.e.,
for all ideals a, b, and c in D, a∩ (b+ c) = (a∩b)+ (a∩ c) (I.S. Cohen [12]).
(5) The domain D is Noetherian, and (a+ b) · (a ∩ b) = ab, for any two ideals
a and b of D (Jensen [28]).
(6) Every nonzero ideal in D is an intersection of finitely many powers of prime
ideals (Butts and Gilmer [11]).
(7) The domain D is Noetherian, and if a ⊆ b are ideals of D with abn = bn+1
for some n ≥ 1, then a = b (Hays [25]).
Dedekind domains have played a crucial role in the development of algebraic
geometry as well as commutative ring theory (see Dieudonne´ [15] and Kleiner [32]).
For this reason, it is not a surprise to see that some algebraists have attempted
to define and investigate the concept of Dedekind domain in other branches of
algebra. Dulin and Mosher [18] investigate Dedekind semidomains. On the other
hand, according to the equivalent conditions given by Dorofeeva [16], a Dedekind
monoid is a commutative cancellative monoid in which every ideal is a product of
prime ideals (also see [17] and [24] on Dedekind monoids). All these have motivated
the author to investigate this concept in semiring theory, though with a different
approach in comparison to the one by Dulin and Mosher.
Since the glossary of the language of semiring theory is not standardized and
sometimes confusing [21], before explaining the content of our paper, we need to
fix some definitions and terminologies.
In this paper, a semiring is an algebraic structure (S,+, ·, 0, 1) with the following
properties:
(1) (S,+, 0) is a commutative monoid,
(2) (S, ·, 1) is a commutative monoid with 1 6= 0,
(3) a(b + c) = ab+ ac for all a, b, c ∈ S,
(4) a · 0 = 0 · a = 0 for all a ∈ S.
A semiring that is not a ring is called a proper semiring. A semiring S is
semidomain if ab = ac implies b = c for all b, c ∈ S and all nonzero a ∈ S.
Let us recall that a nonempty subset I of a semiring S is said to be an ideal of
S, if a + b ∈ I for all a, b ∈ I and sa ∈ I for all s ∈ S and a ∈ I [7]. An ideal
I of a semiring S is called proper, if I 6= S. A proper ideal P of a semiring S is
called a prime ideal of S, if ab ∈ P implies either a ∈ P or b ∈ P . We collect all
prime ideals of S in Spec(S). An ideal I of a semiring S is called subtractive [23]
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(formerly k-ideal [26]) if a+ b ∈ I and a ∈ I imply b ∈ I for all a, b ∈ S. We say a
semiring is subtractive if each of its ideals is subtractive.
An ideal I of a semiring S is finitely generated if it is generated by finitely many
elements of S. A semiring is Noetherian if each ideal of S is finitely generated. An
ideal I of S is principal if it is generated by a single element of S. A semidomain is
a principal ideal semidomain (for short, PISD) if each of its ideals is principal. For
more on principal ideal semidomains, see [50].
A semiring S is a discrete valuation semiring (for short, DVS), if S is a valuation
semidomain and its value group is Z [51, Definition 3.1]. A semiring S is a DVS if
and only if S is a PISD possessing a unique maximal ideal [51, Theorem 3.6].
A nonempty subset W of a semiring S is said to be a multiplicatively closed set
if 1 ∈ W and for all w1, w2 ∈ W , we have w1w2 ∈ W . Note that if W is such a
set in S, one can define the localization of S at W , similar to the definition of the
localization in ring theory (refer to [30] and [23, §11]). Now, it is clear that similar
to the concept of the field of fractions in ring theory, one can define the semifield of
fractions F (S) of the semidomain S as the localization of S at S − {0} [22, p. 22].
Similar to ring theory, the localization of S at the multiplicatively closed subset
W = S − p is denoted by Sp.
Here is a brief description of the content of the paper: In Section 1, we bring the
definition of fractional and invertible ideals [19] of a semidomain and prove some
facts about them. Note that if S is a semidomain and K = F (S) is its semifield
of fractions, a nonempty subset A of K is called a fractional ideal of S if A is an
S-subsemimodule of K and there exists a nonzero d ∈ S such that dA ⊆ S (for
the concept of semimodule and subsemimodule, see [23, §14]). A fractional ideal A
of a semidomain S is invertible if there exists a fractional ideal B of S such that
AB = S (see Definition 1.1 and Definition 1.7). This section mainly includes some
preparatory materials for the rest of the paper. For example, in Proposition 1.11,
we show that if S be a semidomain, then a factorization of an invertible integral
ideal a of S into prime ideals p1p2 · · · pk is unique, up to the permutation of the pis.
Note that a fractional ideal of a semiring S is integral if it is a subset of S.
Section 2 is devoted to Dedekind semidomains. In Definition 2.1, we define a
semidomain to be Dedekind if each of its nonzero fractional ideals is invertible. Note
that our definition for Dedekind semidomains is not equivalent to the one given by
Dulin and Mosher in [18] (see Example 2.23 and Example 2.29). In Theorem 2.3, we
prove that S is a Dedekind semidomain if and only if one of the following statements
hold:
(1) S is a Noetherian Pru¨fer semidomain.
(2) Frac(S) is an abelian group.
(3) S is Noetherian and every 2-generated ideal of S is invertible.
(4) Each nonzero integral ideal of S is invertible.
We add that a semiring S is Pru¨fer if each nonzero finitely generated ideal of
S is invertible. By Frac(S), we mean the set of all nonzero fractional ideals of a
semidomain S.
Then we continue to find other equivalent definitions for Dedekind semidomains
and prove that S is a Dedekind semidomain if and only if one of the following
statements hold:
(a) [a : b]S + [b : a]S = S for all ideals a and b of S (Theorem 2.5).
(b) S is Noetherian and Sm is a DVS for each maximal ideal m (Theorem 2.7).
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(c) S is a Noetherian multiplication semidomain (Theorem 2.15).
Note that in general, we denote [A : B]D = {d ∈ D : dB ⊆ A}, whenever A,
B, and D are sets that for which this makes sense. A semiring S is multiplication
if the condition a ⊆ b for ideals a and b of S implies the existence of an ideal c
satisfying a = bc (check Definition 2.14).
Also, similar to ring theory [37, p. 210], we define a semiring S to be a weak
multiplication semiring if a ⊆ p, where a is an ideal of S and p is a prime ideal of S,
implies that there exists an ideal c of S such that a = pc (see Definition 2.16). Then
in Theorem 2.17, we prove that if S is a weak multiplication semiring, then for its
maximal ideals m, there are no ideals a strictly between m2 and m. This implies
that if S is a Dedekind semidomain, then there are no ideals a strictly between m2
and m (see Corollary 2.18).
In the final phase of this section, we also obtain some properties for Dedekind
semidomains similar to their counterparts in ring theory. For example, in Theorem
2.21, we prove that each nonzero prime ideal of a Dedekind semidomain is maximal.
This statement means that the Krull dimension of a Dedekind semidomain S is at
most 1, where similar to ring theory, the Krull dimension dimS of a semiring S is
the supremum of the lengths of all chains of prime ideals in S [1, p. 578].
Inspired by the proof of Theorem 12.6.8 in [58], we show that if S is a semidomain,
then S is Dedekind if and only if every nonzero integral ideal of S is uniquely
represented as a product of maximal ideals in S (check Theorem 2.28).
In Theorem 2.32, we find a new characterization for subtractive Dedekind semido-
mains and we prove that if S is a subtractive semidomain, then S is a Dedekind
semidomain if and only if every nonzero prime ideal in S is invertible and S is a
pi-semiring. We say S is a pi-semiring if each nonzero proper principal ideal of S
is a product of prime ideals of S (Definition 2.30). We also prove that if S is a
subtractive Dedekind semidomain, then the number of the generators of each ideal
of S is at most 2 (see Theorem 2.35).
Finally in Theorem 2.36, we show that a subtractive Dedekind semidomain with
only finitely many prime ideals is a PISD.
In Section 3, we introduce M -cancellation ideals in semirings that is a general-
ization of the concept of cancellation ideals in semirings introduced by LaGrassa
in her Ph.D. dissertation [35]. Let S be a semiring and M an S-semimodule. We
define an ideal a of S to be M -cancellation if for all S-subsemimodules P and Q
of M , aP = aQ implies P = Q (see Definition 3.1). Invertible ideals of a semiring
are some good examples for M -cancellation ideals. In addition to other results, in
Theorem 3.6, we show that if S is a Pru¨fer (in particular, a Dedekind) semidomain
and M is a subtractive S-semimodule, then S is M -Gaussian. Note that we define
a semiring S to be M -Gaussian if c(fg) = c(f)c(g) for all f ∈ S[X ] and g ∈M [X ]
(see Definition 3.5), where for any g ∈ M [X ], the content of g, denoted by c(g),
is defined to be the S-subsemimodule of M generated by the coefficients of g. An
S-semimodule M is subtractive if each its S-subsemimodules is subtractive. As
S-subsemimodule N of M is subtractive if x+ y ∈ N and x ∈ N imply y ∈ N , for
all x, y ∈ M . At the end, the reader is warned that we use “⊆” for inclusion and
“⊂” for strict inclusion [43, p. 17].
1. Fractional and Invertible Ideals of Semidomains
First, we recall the concept of fractional ideals [19, Definition 1.1]:
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Definition 1.1. Let S be a semidomain and K = F (S) its semifield of fractions. A
nonempty subset A of K is called a fractional ideal of S if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(1) A is an S-subsemimodule of K, that is, if a, a′ ∈ A and s ∈ S, then
a+ a′ ∈ A and sa ∈ A.
(2) There exists a nonzero d ∈ S, known as the common denominator of A,
such that dA ⊆ S.
Proposition 1.2. Let S be a semidomain and K its semifield of fractions. Then
the following statements hold:
(1) Each ideal of S is fractional.
(2) If K 6= S, then K is not a fractional ideal of S.
(3) If S is Noetherian and I ⊆ K is an S-semimodule, then I is finitely gener-
ated if and only if dI ⊆ S for some nonzero d ∈ A.
Proof. (1): The common denominator is d = 1.
(2): Otherwise, there is a nonzero d in S such that F = S[d−1]. This implies
that d−2 = d−1s for some nonzero s ∈ S and so, d−1 = s ∈ S showing that
F = S[d−1] = S, a contradiction.
(3): For the forward implication, if x1/s1, x2/s2, . . . , xn/sn generate I as an
S-semimodule, then dI ⊆ S for d = x1x2 · · ·xn. Conversely, if dI ⊆ S, then dI
is an ideal of S and so, it is finitely generated (since S is Noetherian). Suppose
s1, s2, . . . , sn generate dI. Therefore, I is generated by s1/d, s2/d, . . . , sn/d. 
Remark 1.3. Let S be a semidomain and K its semifield of fractions.
(1) Similar to ring theory, we usually call an ideal of S an integral ideal of S.
(2) If x ∈ K, then the cyclic S-subsemimodule Sx of K is a fractional ideal of
S, known as a principal fractional ideal of S. We may denote Sx by (x) as
well.
(3) If x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ K, then Sx1 +Sx2 + · · ·+ Sxn is a fractional ideal of S,
generated by the set {x1, x2, . . . , xn}. We may denote Sx1+Sx2+ · · ·+Sxn
by (x1, x2, . . . , xn) as well.
Examples 1.4. (1) Let N0 be the set of all non-negative integers. Clearly, the
set of all non-negative quotient numbersQ≥0 is its semifield of fractions. Let
n be a positive integer. The set I =
1
n
N0 = {
m
n
: m ∈ N0} is a fractional
ideal of N0. Note that I as an N0-subsemimodule of Q≥0 is generated by
1
n
∈ Q≥0 and nI ⊆ N0.
(2) Let I be the N0-subsemimodule of Q≥0, generated by the quotients of the
form 1/2n, where n runs over all positive integers. Since there is no positive
integer d such that dI ⊆ N0, I is not a fractional ideal of N0.
Proposition 1.5. Let S be a semidomain and A a nonzero fractional ideal of S.
Then there are two nonzero elements c and d in S such that (c) ⊆ A ⊆ (d−1).
Proof. Since A is nonzero, A contains a nonzero element y ∈ K. It is obvious that
some multiple of y is c ∈ A ∩ S. Obviously, (c) ⊆ A. On the other hand, since
A is fractional, there is a nonzero d ∈ S such that dA ⊆ S. This implies that
A ⊆ (d−1). 
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Let S be a semidomain, K = F (S) its semifield of fractions, and A and B
S-subsemimodules of K. The sum of A and B is defined as
A+B := {a+ b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
Their product is
A · B := {
n∑
i=1
aibi : ai ∈ A, bi ∈ B, n ∈ N}.
And the residual quotient of A by B is defined as
[A : B] := {x ∈ K : Bx ⊆ A}.
Proposition 1.6. Let S be a semidomain and K = F (S) its semifield of fractions.
Then the following statements hold:
(1) If {A1, A2, . . . , An} is a finite set of fractional ideals of S, then their sum∑n
i=1 Ai, their product
∏n
i=1Ai, and their intersection
⋂n
i=1 Ai are also
fractional ideals of S.
(2) If A is a fractional ideal of S and J a nonzero S-subsemimodule of K, then
[A : J ] is a fractional ideal of S.
Proof. The proof of the statement (1) is straightforward. For the proof of (2),
it is easy to check that [A : J ] is an S-semimodule. Let d 6= 0 be the common
denominator of A. Choose a nonzero t in J ∩ S. Clearly, for any x ∈ [A : J ],
xt ∈ A. So, x(dt) ∈ S. Therefore, dt is the common denominator of [A : J ] and
this completes the proof. 
Now, we recall the concept of invertible fractional ideals [19, Definition 1.2]:
Definition 1.7. A fractional ideal A of a semidomain S is invertible if there exists
a fractional ideal B of S such that AB = S. If a fractional ideal A is invertible, we
denote its inverse by A−1.
Proposition 1.8. Let S be a semidomain. The following statements hold:
(1) (Dedekind’s Identity [14, p. 113]) For all fractional ideals A, B, and C,
the following formula holds:
(A+B + C)(BC + CA+AB) = (B + C)(C +A)(A +B).
(2) If each 2-generated fractional ideal of S is invertible, then each nonzero
finitely generated fractional ideal of S is invertible.
Proof. (1): Both sides are ABC +A2B +B2A+A2C + C2A+B2C + C2B.
(2): The proof is by induction. Let n > 2 be a natural number and suppose that
all nonzero ideals of S generated by less than n generators are invertible ideals and
L = (a1, a2, . . . , an−1, an) be an ideal of S. If we put A = (a1), B = (a2, . . . , an−1)
and C = (an), then by induction’s hypothesis the ideals A+B, B+C, and C+A are
all invertible ideals. Since the product of fractional ideals of a semiring is invertible
if and only if every factor of this product is invertible, by Dedekind’s Identity, the
ideal A+B + C = L is invertible and the proof is complete. 
Definition 1.9. The set of all invertible fractional ideals of S is an abelian group
which we call it the ideal group of S and denote it by IF(S).
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Example 1.10. Let S be a discrete valuation semiring with (t) its maximal ideal.
Clearly, its nonzero fractional ideals of S are all in the form (tn) for n ∈ Z, all of
which are invertible. Since (tm)(tn) = (tm+n) for all m,n ∈ Z, thus the ideal group
of S is isomorphic to Z (under addition). For more on valuation semirings, refer
to [51].
Proposition 1.11. Let S be a semidomain. A factorization of an invertible integral
ideal a of S into prime ideals p1p2 · · · pk is unique, up to the permutation of the pis.
Proof. Let p1p2 · · · pk = q1q2 · · · ql be two factorizations of a into prime ideals.
Since a is invertible, all the pis and qjs are invertible. Suppose q1 is minimal
among q1, q2, . . . , ql. Since p1p2 · · · pk ⊆ q1, we see that some pi ⊆ q1. With
the same argument, we can conclude that some qj ⊆ pi. By assumption, q1 is
minimal among the qjs. So, q1 = pi = qj and by canceling q1, we obtain that
p1p2 · · · pi−1pi+1 · · · pk = q2 · · · ql. Therefore, by induction on k, we obtain the
result. 
Proposition 1.12. Let S be a semidomain and A and B some fractional ideals of
S. Then the following statements hold:
(1) [AB : A]A = AB.
(2) [S : A] is a fractional ideal of S.
(3) If A is invertible, then A−1 = [S : A].
(4) If A is an invertible integral ideal of S, then A is finitely generated.
Proof. (1): Straightforward.
(2): Since S is fractional and A an S-semimodule, by Proposition 1.6, [S : A] is
fractional.
(3): In the formula, [AB : A]A = AB, put AB = S.
(4): Let A be an invertible integral ideal of S. So, there is a fractional ideal B of
S such that AB = S. This implies that
∑n
i=1 xiyi = 1, for some x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ A
and y1, y2, . . . , yn ∈ B. Clearly, the set {xi}
n
i=1 generates A in S. 
Proposition 1.13. Let a ⊆ b be integral ideals of a semiring S. If b is invertible,
then a = b · [a : b], where [a : b] = {s ∈ S : sb ⊆ a}.
Proof. From a ⊆ b, we infer that b−1a ⊆ S is an integral ideal of S. From b−1a ·b ⊆
a, we obtain that b−1a ⊆ [a : b]. Since b · b−1 = S, multiplying this by b we obtain
that a ⊆ b · [a : b]. On the other hand, be definition, b · [a : b] ⊆ a. This completes
the proof. 
Let us recall that a set of distinct ideals {a1, . . . , an} of S is coprime if ai+aj = S
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Note that the set {m1, . . . ,mn} of distinct maximal ideals
of an arbitrary semiring S is coprime. The proof of the following statement is
straightforward and we bring it here only for the sake of reference:
Proposition 1.14. Let {a1, . . . , an} be a coprime set of ideals of a semiring S.
Then the following identities hold:
(1) (ak11 · · · a
kn
n ) + (a
l1
1 · · · a
ln
n ) = a
min{k1,l1}
1 · · · a
min{kn,ln}
n .
(2) (ak11 · · · a
kn
n ) ∩ (a
l1
1 · · · a
ln
n ) = a
max{k1,l1}
1 · · · a
max{kn,ln}
n
(3) (ak11 · · · a
kn
n ) · (a
l1
1 · · · a
ln
n ) = a
k1+l1
1 · · · a
kn+ln
n
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2. Dedekind Semidomains
According to the equivalent conditions explained on p. 143 in Narkiewicz’ book
[46], a Dedekind domain is a domain in which nonzero fractional ideals form a group
under multiplication; apparently, proved for the first time by Krull on p. 13 in [33].
Inspired by this, we give the following definition:
Definition 2.1. We define a semidomain S to be a Dedekind semidomain if each
nonzero fractional ideal of S is invertible.
Remark 2.2. For an interesting approach to Dedekind domains see [5]. For the
roots and applications of Dedekind domains in algebraic number theory refer to
[4, 27]. For modern applications of fractional ideals and Dedekind domains see [8].
Let us recall that a semidomain S is a Pru¨fer semidomain if each nonzero finitely
generated integral ideal of S is invertible [19, Definition 2.3].
Theorem 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent for a semidomain S:
(1) S is a Noetherian Pru¨fer semidomain.
(2) Frac(S) is an abelian group.
(3) S is a Dedekind semidomain.
(4) S is Noetherian and every 2-generated ideal of S is invertible.
(5) Each nonzero integral ideal of S is invertible.
Proof. (1) → (2): Since S is a semidomain, Frac(S) is an abelian monoid. So, we
only need to prove that each element of Frac(S) is invertible. Now, let A be an
arbitrary nonzero fractional ideal of S and d its common denominator. It is clear
that dA is an integral ideal of S. We observe that since S is Noetherian, dA is
finitely generated and since S is Pru¨fer, dA is invertible. Therefore, A which is the
multiplication of two invertible fractional ideals dA and (1/d), is itself invertible.
The proof of the implications (2)→ (3) and (3)→ (4) is straightforward.
(4)→ (5): By Proposition 1.8, the proof of this implication is straightforward.
(5) → (1): By Proposition 1.12, S is a Noetherian Pru¨fer semidomain and the
proof is complete. 
Example 2.4. Let D be a Dedekind domain. By Theorem 3.7 in [19], the semiring
of ideals Id(D) ofD is a Pru¨fer semidomain. If Id(D) is also Noetherian, then Id(D)
is a Dedekind semidomain. Note that the semiring Id(D) is proper, i.e., it is not
a ring. For a more specific example, we assert that (Id(Z),+, ·) is a principal ideal
semidomain [19, Remark 2.2]. So, Id(Z) is obviously a Dedekind semidomain. Note
that the semiring (Id(Z),+, ·) is isomorphic to the semiring (N0, gcd, ·). Finally,
note that in Example 2.23, we show that the semidomain N0 under the usual
addition and multiplication of non-negative numbers is not a Dedekind semidomain
(in our sense defined in Definition 2.1).
Using Theorem 2.9 in [19] and this point that each Noetherian Pru¨fer semidomain
is Dedekind, we have the following corollary which gives some other equivalent
definitions for Dedekind semidomains:
Theorem 2.5. Let S be a Noetherian semidomain. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(1) The semiring S is a Dedekind semidomain,
(2) a(b ∩ c) = ab ∩ ac for all ideals a, b, and c of S,
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(3) (a + b)(a ∩ b) = ab for all ideals a and b of S,
(4) [(a + b) : c] = [a : c] + [b : c] for all ideals a, b, and c of S,
(5) [a : b] + [b : a] = S for all ideals a and b of S,
(6) [c : a ∩ b] = [c : a] + [c : b] for all ideals a, b, and c of S.
I.S. Cohen in [12] proves that the domain D is Dedekind if and only if it is
Noetherian, and the lattice of its ideals is distributive, i.e., a∩(b+c) = (a∩b)+(a∩c),
for all ideals a, b, and c in D. The following result is a special case of Lemma 2.4
in [19]:
Proposition 2.6. If S is a Dedekind semidomain, then the lattice of its ideals is
distributive.
Theorem 8 in Cohen’s paper [12] states that a Noetherian domain D is Dedekind
if and only if Dm is discrete valuation ring, for each maximal ideal m of D. We give
a semiring version of this theorem in the following:
Theorem 2.7. For a semidomain S, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) S is a Dedekind semidomain.
(2) S is Noetherian and for each maximal ideal m, Sm is a discrete valuation
semiring.
Proof. (1)→ (2): By Theorem 2.3, S is Noetherian. Now let m be a maximal ideal
of S. It is clear that any ideal of Sm is of the form Im, where I is an ideal of S.
Now if I is nonzero, then I is invertible by hypothesis and so by Proposition 1.5
in [19], Im is principal. Also, note that mSm 6= (0). Now by Theorem 3.6 in [51],
Sm is a discrete valuation semiring.
(2) → (1) : Let S be a Noetherian semiring and I be a nonzero proper ideal of
S. It is clear that I is finitely generated. Let m be an arbitrary maximal ideal
of S. Since Sm is a discrete valuation semiring, Im is nonzero and principal. Now
by Theorem 1.8 in [19], I is invertible and by using Theorem 2.3, the proof is
complete. 
Corollary 2.8. If S is a Dedekind semidomain, then so is Sm for each maximal
ideal m of S. Moreover, if S is a Noetherian semidomain, the converse is also true.
Proof. Let, for the moment, S be a discrete valuation semiring. Then by Theorem
3.6 in [51], there exists a nonzero and nonunit element t ∈ S such that any nonzero
ideal I of S is of the form I = (tn) for n ≥ 0. This clearly shows that any discrete
valuation semiring (semidomain) is a Dedekind semidomain.
Moreover, if S is a Noetherian semidomain such that Sm is Dedekind for each
maximal ideal m of S, then Sm is a discrete valuation semiring. Now according to
Theorem 2.7, S is Dedekind and the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.9. A semidomain S is a Pru¨fer semidomain if and only if Sm is a
valuation semidomain for each maximal ideal m of S [19, Theorem 2.11]. The
Noetherian Pru¨fer semidomains are exactly the Dedekind semidomains (Theorem
2.3). It follows that if S is a Dedekind semidomain then Sm is a Noetherian valuation
semidomain for each maximal ideal m of S. Note that a local Noetherian valuation
semidomain is a discrete valuation semiring (Theorem 2.8). By considering this
discussion, we give the following definition:
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Definition 2.10. We define a semidomain S to be almost Dedekind if Sm is
Dedekind for each maximal ideal m of S.
Clearly, Dedekind semidomains are almost Dedekind. Also, almost Dedekind
semidomains are Pru¨fer semidomains [19, Theorem 2.11]. Note that there are some
commutative rings that they are almost Dedekind, i.e., locally Dedekind, but not
Dedekind. Apparently, such examples first appeared in Nakano’s paper [45, p. 426].
More sophisticated examples can be found in Loper’s note [38]. So, the following
question is quite natural:
Question 2.11. Is there any proper semiring such that it is locally a Dedekind
semidomain while it is not itself a Dedekind semidomain?
Definition 2.12. Given integral ideals a and b of any semidomain S, we say that
a divides b, denoted by a|b, if b = ac for some integral ideal c.
In any semidomain, if a divides b (i.e., b = ac for some integral ideal c) then a
contains b. In each Dedekind semidomain, the converse is also true, as we show it
in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.13. Let a and b be integral ideals in a Dedekind semidomain S. Then,
the following statements are equivalent:
(1) a divides b,
(2) a contains b,
(3) a−1 is a subset of b−1.
Proof. (1) → (2): Let a divides b. So, there is an integral ideal c of S such that
b = ac. Obviously, ac ⊆ a ∩ c ⊆ a.
(2)→ (1): Let b ⊆ a. Since b is invertible, there is a fractional ideal b′ such that
bb′ = S. Set c = ab′. It is clear that c ⊆ S. Now, we see that bc = bb′a = a.
The proof of the equivalence of the statements (2) and (3) is straightforward. 
In 1925, Krull [34] investigated commutative rings in which the condition a ⊆ b
for ideals implies the existence of an ideal c satisfying a = bc. He called them
“regular multiplication rings” (in German, regula¨res Multiplikationsring). Today
these rings are called rather “multiplication rings” [20, p. 71]. Similarly, we give
the following definition:
Definition 2.14. We define a semiring S to be multiplication if the condition a ⊆ b
for ideals a and b of S implies the existence of an ideal c satisfying a = bc.
Theorem 2.15. Let S be a Noetherian semidomain. Then S is multiplication if
and only if S is Dedekind.
Proof. Let S be a Noetherian multiplication semidomain and let a be an integral
ideal of S. If a is principal, then a is invertible. If not, then there is a nonzero
c ∈ S such that (c) ⊂ a. So, there is an ideal b of S such that (c) = ab. Now, since
(c) is invertible, then a is invertible. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, S is a Dedekind
semidomain. Conversely, let S be a Dedekind semidomain. Clearly, by Lemma
2.13, S is multiplication and this completes the proof. 
Definition 2.16. We define a semiring S to be a weak multiplication semiring if
a ⊆ p, where a is an ideal of S and p is a prime ideal of S, implies that there exists
an ideal c of S such that a = pc.
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By Theorem 2.14, it is clear that each Dedekind semidomain is a weak multipli-
cation semiring.
Theorem 2.17. Let S be a weak multiplication semiring. Then for its maximal
ideals m, there are no ideals a strictly between m2 and m.
Proof. Let m be a maximal ideal of S and there is an ideal a in S such that
m2 ⊂ a ⊂ m. Since S is weak multiplication, there is an ideal b such that a = mb
and b * m. Let x ∈ b − m. Clearly, the principal ideal (x) is a subset of b. So,
m · (x) ⊆ mb = a. Finally, m ·
(
m+(x)
)
= m2+m(x) ⊆ a. Now, since m is maximal,
m+ (x) = S, which implies m ⊆ a, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
It is a fact in ring theory that D is a Dedekind domain if and only if D is
Noetherian, and for its maximal ideals m, there are no ideals a strictly between m2
and m (see Theorem 8 in Cohen’s paper [12]). We have the following result:
Corollary 2.18. Let S be a Dedekind semidomain. Then for its maximal ideals
m, there are no ideals a strictly between m2 and m.
Question 2.19. Let S be a Noetherian semidomain such that for its maximal ideals
m, there are no ideals a strictly between m2 and m. Is S a Dedekind semidomain?
Surprisingly, in ring theory, every weak multiplication ring is a multiplication
ring [37, Theorem 9.21]. Therefore, a Noetherian domain is Dedekind if and only
if it is weak multiplication. For the author, it is not clear if the semiring version of
this statement is true:
Question 2.20. Let S be a Noetherian weak multiplication semidomain. Is S
Dedekind?
Let us recall that the Krull dimension dimS of a semiring S is the supremum of
the lengths of all chains of prime ideals in S [1, p. 578].
Theorem 2.21. Each nonzero prime ideal of a Dedekind semidomain is maximal.
In other words, the Krull dimension of a Dedekind semidomain is at most 1.
Proof. Let S be a Dedekind semidomain and p be a nonzero prime ideal of S. Since
each proper ideal of S is a subset of a maximal ideal of S, there is a maximal ideal
m of S such that p ⊆ m. Therefore, by Lemma 2.13, there is an integral ideal c of
S such that p = mc. Our claim is that p = m. On the contrary, suppose that p 6= m
and choose some x ∈ m − p. Vividly, xc ∈ p, for all c ∈ c and since p is prime,
c ⊆ p. Using Lemma 2.13, this implies that c = pd, for some integral ideal d of S.
Now, we observe that
m−1 = p−1c = d ⊆ S.
Hence, S ⊆ (m−1)−1 = m, a contradiction and this proves the theorem. 
Remark 2.22. For Theorem 2.21, we give the following alternative proof:
Proof. Let p be a nonzero prime ideal of S. By Proposition 6.59 in [23], p ⊆ m
for some maximal ideal m of S. Since by Theorem 2.7, Sm is a discrete valuation
semiring, by Theorem 3.6 in [51], the only nonzero prime ideal of Sm is mSm. Also,
since pSm 6= (0), we have that pSm = mSm. Now we prove that p = m. Take s ∈ m.
So s/1 ∈ mSm = pSm. This implies that s/1 = t/u, where t ∈ p and u ∈ S − m.
Now we have us ∈ p, while u /∈ p. So s ∈ p and the proof is complete. 
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Example 2.23. Let (N0,+, ·) be the semiring of non-negative integer numbers
under the usual addition and multiplication. Each subtractive ideal of N0 is of the
form mN0, where m is an arbitrary non-negative integer [54, Proposition 6]. Now,
by the fundamental theorem of arithmetic, it is clear that each subtractive ideal of
N0 is a product of subtractive prime ideals in N0. This means that the semiring
N0 is Dedekind in the sense of Dulin and Mosher (check p. 87 in [18]). On the
other hand, in N0, 2N0 is a prime ideal properly contained in the only maximal
ideal N0 − {1}. So, by Theorem 2.21, the semidomain N0 is not Dedekind in the
sense of the current paper (defined in Definition 2.1).
Theorem 2.24 (The Unique Factorization Theorem for Ideals). Let A be a nonzero
fractional ideal of a Dedekind semidomain S. Then, there are unique integers
v(p, A), for p ∈ Spec(S)− {0}, and almost all of which are 0, so that
(UFT) A =
∏
p∈Spec(S)−{0}
pv(p,A).
Proof. Let a be a proper nonzero integral ideal of S such that it has no factorization
of the form (UFT) mentioned above. Obviously, a is not a maximal ideal of S. Thus
there is some maximal ideal m1 of S which contains a strictly. Using Lemma 2.13,
a1 = am
−1
1 is an integral ideal of S such that a ⊂ a1 (since m1 ⊂ S). In succession,
a1 cannot be a maximal ideal of the semidomain S, for otherwise, we have found a
factorization of the form (UFT) for a. So, in a similar way, we can find a maximal
ideal m2 which contains a1 with a1 ⊂ a1m
−1
2 = a2. Continuing this way, we produce
an infinite ascending chain of integral ideals in S, which is impossible since S is
Noetherian.
Now, let A be an arbitrary nonzero fractional ideal of S and d ∈ S a nonzero
suitable common denominator for A such that dA ⊆ S. So, A = bc−1 for some
nonzero integral ideals b and c of S. Finally, using factorization of the form (UFT)
for the integral ideals b and c, we obtain a factorization of the form (UFT) for A.
Suppose that there are two factorizations of the form (UFT) for some nonzero
fractional ideal A. By cross-multiplication (and cancellation of ideals if possible),
we obtain an equality of the form
p1p2 · · · pk = q1q2 · · · ql,
where p1, p2, . . . , pk and q1, q2, . . . , ql are all nonzero prime ideals of S. Now, by
Proposition 1.11, the proof is complete. 
We record three immediate corollaries for Theorem 2.24.
Corollary 2.25. Let A be a nonzero fractional ideal of a Dedekind semidomain S.
Then A is integral if and only if v(p, A) ≥ 0, for all nonzero prime ideals p of S.
Corollary 2.26. Suppose that a is an integral ideal of a Dedekind semidomain S.
(1) There is a finite set of nonzero prime ideals p which contain a, namely,
those with v(a, p) ≥ 1.
(2) Let p1, p2, . . . , pk be the nonzero prime ideals containing a. Then the integral
ideals which contain a are those that can be written in the form
B = pr11 p
r2
2 . . . p
rk
k with 0 ≤ ri ≤ v(pi, a) for all i.
In particular, there is a finite set of integral ideals containing a.
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Corollary 2.27. Let S be a Dedekind semidomain. Then the ideal group IF (S)
of S is a free abelian group with the collection of nonzero prime ideals of S as free
generators.
Inspired by the proof of Theorem 12.6.8 in [58], we give the following result:
Theorem 2.28. Let S be a semidomain. Then the following statements are equiv-
alent:
(1) S is a Dedekind semidomain.
(2) S is a semidomain in which every nonzero integral ideal of S is uniquely
represented as a product of maximal ideals in S (up to the order of the
factors).
Proof. (1)→ (2): By Theorem 2.24 and Corollary 2.25, every nonzero integral ideal
of S is uniquely represented as a product of prime ideals in S. On the other hand,
by Theorem 2.21, each nonzero prime is maximal.
(2) → (1): Let m be a nonzero maximal ideal of S and choose 0 6= s ∈ m. Let
(s) = m1 · · ·mk be the factorization of the nonzero principal ideal (s). So, mi ⊆ m,
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since mi and m are both maximal ideals of S, mi = m. Also,
since (s) is invertible, each factor of (s) is also invertible which means that mi = m
is invertible. Definitely, this implies that each nonzero ideal of S is invertible and
by Theorem 2.3, S is Dedekind and the proof is complete. 
Let S be a semidomain and S a nonempty subset of the set of all ideals Id(S)
of S. We say the factorization law holds for S if each ideal in S may be factored
into prime ideals in S. The question arises if the factorization law for S causes the
factorization law for Id(S). In this direction, one may ask the following natural
question:
Imagine the factorization law holds for the set of all subtractive ideals of S, i.e.,
S is a Dedekind semidomain in the sense of Dulin and Mosher [18]. Will this cause
the factorization law to hold for Id(S)? The answer is negative, as the following
example shows this:
Example 2.29. Consider the semiring (N0,+, ·). In Example 2.23, we have already
seen that the factorization law holds for the set of subtractive ideals of N0. On the
other hand, each prime ideal of N0 is either of the form pN0, where p is a prime
number or is equal to the only maximal ideal of N0, i.e., N0−{1} [2]. Our claim is
that the ideal I = N0−{1, 2} cannot be factored into primes of N0. On the contrary,
let I = P1P2 · · ·Pm, where Pi is a prime in N0 for each i. The ideal I = N0−{1, 2}
is not prime, since 4 ∈ I, while 2 /∈ I. So, the length of the factorization is at least
2, i.e., m ≥ 2. Note that if P is a prime ideal of N0, then for each element x ∈ P ,
we have x ≥ 2. So, for each element y ∈ P1P2 · · ·Pm with m ≥ 2, we obtain that
y ≥ 4; while 3 ∈ I, a contradiction. This completes the proof of our claim.
Mori worked on those commutative rings in which every principal ideal is a
product of prime ideals [44]. Such rings are now called pi-rings [3]. In this direction,
we give the following definition:
Definition 2.30. Let S be a semiring. We say S is a pi-semiring if each nonzero
proper principal ideal of S is a product of prime ideals of S.
Example 2.31. Consider the LaGrassa’s semiring L = {0, u, 1}, where 1 + u =
u+1 = u, 1+1 = 1, and u+u = u ·u = u [35]. The only ideals of L are (0), L, and
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(u) = {0, u}. The ideal {0, u} is maximal (and prime). Therefore, each nonzero
proper principal ideal of S is a product of prime ideals. Therefore, LaGrassa’s
semiring L is an example for pi-semirings. Note that L is not a semidomain.
Stephen McAdam, a student of Irving Kaplansky, proves that if I is an ideal
of a domain D being maximal among all non-invertible ideals, then I is prime
[29, Exercise 36, p. 44]. One of the corollaries of McAdam’s statement is that
if all nonzero primes in a nontrivial ring R are invertible, then R is a Dedekind
domain [36, Corollary 3.15].
In the following, we find a general characterization for subtractive Dedekind
semidomains:
Theorem 2.32. Let S be a subtractive semidomain. Then S is a Dedekind semido-
main if and only if the following two conditions hold:
(1) Every nonzero prime ideal in S is invertible.
(2) S is a pi-semiring.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.24, the forward implication holds.
Conversely, let the statements (1) and (2) hold. At first, we prove that every
nonzero prime ideal of S is maximal, for if not, then there exists a prime ideal p
such that (0) ⊂ p ⊂ m ⊂ S, where m is a suitable maximal ideal in S. Clearly,
pm−1 is an ideal of S and p = (pm−1)m ⊆ pm−1 ⊆ p and this implies that pm = p.
Since p is invertible, we obtain that m = S, a contradiction.
Since each nonzero prime ideal of S is invertible, by Proposition 1.12, each prime
ideal of S is finitely generated and since S is subtractive, by Proposition 7.17 in [23],
S is Noetherian.
Now, let a be an arbitrary nonzero ideal of S. Since S is Noetherian, we may
write a = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) for some si ∈ S such that at least one of them is nonzero.
On the other hand, by assumption, each nonzero principal ideal of S is a product
of maximal ideals (nonzero primes) in S. Therefore, by Proposition 1.14,
a = (s1) + (s2) + · · ·+ (sn)
is also a product of maximal ideal in S. Now, we see that each nonzero ideal of S
is invertible and by Theorem 2.3 S is Dedekind and this is what we were supposed
to prove. 
Remark 2.33. Cohen shows that if every nonzero ideal in the domain D is a
product of prime ideals, then D is a Dedekind domain (see Theorem 6 in [12]).
Then with the help of this statement, he proves that if every nonzero prime ideal in
the domain D is invertible, then D is a Dedekind domain. Also, note that in some
resources an integral domain in which every nonzero ideal is uniquely represented
as the product of a finite number of prime ideals is called a Dedekind domain (see
for example p. 294 in Matsumura’s book [40]). Based on this, we give the following
questions:
Questions 2.34. (1) Let S be a semidomain in which every nonzero ideal is
a product of prime ideals in S. Is S a Dedekind semidomain?
(2) Let S be a semidomain in which every nonzero ideal is uniquely represented
as the product of a finite number of prime ideals in S. Is S a Dedekind
semidomain?
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Inspired by E. Matlis [39, p. 258], we define µ∗(S) to be the supremum of the
minimum number of generators required to generate an ideal of S. It is a famous
fact in ring theory that if D is a Dedekind domain, then µ∗(D) ≤ 2. We prove its
semiring version in the following:
Theorem 2.35. If S is a subtractive Dedekind semidomain, then µ∗(S) ≤ 2.
Proof. Let I be a nonzero ideal of S. Therefore, there is a nonzero element a ∈ I
such that (a) ⊆ I. So, by Theorem 2.24, we know that
(a) = mk11 · · ·m
kn
n and I = m
l1
1 · · ·m
ln
n ,
where m1, . . . ,mn are distinct maximal ideals of S and li ≤ ki are natural numbers
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By uniqueness property in Theorem 2.24, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
there is a bi ∈ S such that
bi ∈ m
l1+1
1 · · ·m
li
i · · ·m
ln+1
n −m
l1+1
1 · · ·m
li+1
i · · ·m
ln+1
n ⊆ I.
On the other hand, bi ∈ m
lj+1
j for each j 6= i, while bi /∈ m
li+1
i , for if not,
bi ∈ m
li+1
i ∩ (m
l1+1
1 · · ·m
li
i · · ·m
ln+1
n ) = m
l1+1
1 · · ·m
li+1
i · · ·m
ln+1
n ,
which is in contradiction with the choice of bi.
Define b := b1+ · · ·+bn. Since m
li+1
i is subtractive, b /∈ m
li+1
i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
while definitely b ∈ I
Since (a, b) = (a) + (b), the prime factorization of (a, b) contains at most the
maximal ideals occurring in (a), so we obtain the following
(a, b) = mt11 · · ·m
tn
n .
Note that
(α) li ≤ ti, since (a, b) ⊆ I;
(α) ti ≤ li, since (a, b) * m
li+1
i (b /∈ m
li+1
i ).
So, mi = li, which means that I = (a, b). Hence, µ∗(S) ≤ 2 and the proof is
complete. 
Theorem 2.36. A subtractive Dedekind semidomain with only finitely many prime
ideals is a PISD.
Proof. Let a be an arbitrary nonzero ideal of a subtractive Dedekind semidomain
S with the only distinct nonzero prime ideals {pi}
n
i . Define b := p1 · · · pn.
Our claim is that there is a nonzero ideal a′ such that aa′ is a principal ideal and
a′ and b are coprime. We prove our claim as follows:
Define qi := p1 · · · pi−1pi+1 · · · pn, for each i. By Theorem 2.24, aqi ⊃ ab. For
each i, choose ai ∈ aqi− ab and let a := a1 + · · ·+ an. Clearly, a ∈ a, while similar
to the proof of Theorem 2.35, ai /∈ api. Also, for each j 6= i, we have aj ∈ aqj ⊆ api.
Since each ideal of S is subtractive, a /∈ api, for each i.
On the other hand, (a) ∈ a. Since S is Dedekind, by Theorem 2.15, there is an
ideal a′ such that aa′ = (a). In order to complete the proof of our claim, we show
that pi cannot divide a
′, for each i. Because if this is so for some i, then a′ = pia0
for some nonzero ideal a0. This implies that (a) = apia0 which leads us to the
contradiction a ∈ api.
So, the ideals a′ and b are coprime and this implies a′ = S. Now, a = aS = aa′ =
(a). This means that each ideal of S is principal and this completes the proof. 
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Remark 2.37. (Examples of subtractive Dedekind semidomains) Let D be a
Dedekind semidomain. Then Id(D) is a subtractive Pru¨fer semidomain [19, The-
orem 3.7]. Now, if Id(D) is Noetherian, then Id(D) is a subtractive Dedekind
semidomain.
3. M -Cancellation Ideals and M -Gaussian Semirings
Let us recall a nonzero ideal a of a semiring S is called a cancellation ideal if
ab = ac implies b = c for all ideals b and c of S [35]. Also, if R is a commutative
ring with a nonzero identity and M is a unital R-module, then an ideal a of R
is defined to be M -cancellation if for all R-submodules P and Q of M , aP = aQ
implies P = Q [52, Definition 2.1]. Similarly, we give the following definition:
Definition 3.1. Let S be a semiring and M an S-semimodule. We define an ideal
a of S to be M -cancellation if for all S-subsemimodules P and Q of M , aP = aQ
implies P = Q.
Proposition 3.2. Let M be an S-semimodule. Every integral invertible ideal of a
semiring S is M -cancellation.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Let us recall that an R-module M is an Auslander module if r ∈ R is not a zero-
divisor on M , then r is not a zero-divisor on R, or equivalently, if ZR(R) ⊆ ZR(M)
[47]. On the other hand, if R is a ring, M an R-module, and Q the total ring of
fractions of R, thenM is torsion-free if the natural mapM →M⊗Q is injective [9,
p. 19]. It is straightforward to see that M is a torsion-free R-module if and only if
ZR(M) ⊆ ZR(R).
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a commutative ring with a nonzero identity and M a
unital R-module. Then the following statements hold:
(1) If M is not an Auslander module (i.e. there is an element r ∈ R such
that r is a zero-divisor on R while it is not a zero-divisor on M), then
there is a principal ideal in R such that it is an M -cancellation, while not
a cancellation ideal of R.
(2) If M is not a torsion-free module (i.e. there is an element r ∈ R such
that r is a zero-divisor on M while it is not a zero-divisor on R), then
there is a principal ideal in R such that it is a cancellation, while not an
M -cancellation ideal of R.
(3) The set of principal cancellation ideals is the same as the set of principal
M -cancellation ideals in R if and only if the set of zero-divisor elements on
R is equal to the set of zero-divisor elements on M , i.e. ZR(R) = ZR(M).
Proof. Straightforward. 
Remark 3.4. To obtain some examples satisfying the conditions in Proposition
3.3, see Remark 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 in [47].
Let us recall that if S is a semiring and X is an indeterminate, the set of all
polynomials over the semiring S, denoted by S[X ], is the set of all formal forms
a0 + a1X + · · · + anX
n, where a0, a1, . . . , an ∈ S. Similar to ring theory, S[X ]
is a semiring under the usual addition and multiplication of polynomials. In the
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same way, ifM is an S-semimodule, one can considerM [X ] as an S[X ]-semimodule
under the standard addition and scalar product.
For any g ∈ M [X ], the content of g, denoted by c(g), is defined to be the
S-subsemimodule of M generated by the coefficients of g. [49].
By considering the semimodule version of the Dedekind-Mertens Lemma (see [55]
and Theorem 2 in [49]) and the concept of Gaussian semirings (check Definition 7
in [49]), we define the following concept:
Definition 3.5. Let M be an S-semimodule. We say a semiring S is M -Gaussian
if c(fg) = c(f)c(g) for all f ∈ S[X ] and g ∈M [X ].
Theorem 3.6. Let S be a Pru¨fer (in particular, a Dedekind) semidomain and M
be a subtractive S-semimodule. Then S is M -Gaussian.
Proof. Let f ∈ S[X ] and g ∈M [X ]. By Theorem 2 in [49], there is a non-negative
integer n such that c(f)n+1c(g) = c(f)nc(fg). Since S is Pru¨fer, each finitely
generated ideal of S is invertible and so, M -cancellation. So, by canceling c(f)n,
we get the equality c(fg) = c(f)c(g) and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.7. Let S be a subtractive Pru¨fer semidomain. Then S is Gaussian.
Let us recall that if B is an S-semialgebra, the content of an element f ∈ B,
denoted by c(f), is defined to be the following ideal:
c(f) =
⋂
{I : I is an ideal of S and f ∈ IB}.
By Definition 30 in [49], B is a content S-semialgebra if S is a subsemiring of B
and the following conditions hold:
(1) f ∈ c(f)B for all f ∈ B;
(2) c(sf) = sc(f) for all s ∈ S and f ∈ B and c(1) = S;
(3) (Dedekind-Mertens content formula) For all f, g ∈ B there exists anm ∈ N0
such that c(f)m+1c(g) = c(f)mc(fg).
Let R be a ring. An R-algebra B is called Gaussian if c(fg) = c(f)c(g) for
all elements f, g ∈ B (see Definition 1 in [48]). Similarly, we define Gaussian
semialgebra:
Definition 3.8. We define an S-semialgebra B to be Gaussian if it is a content
semialgebra and c(fg) = c(f)c(g) for all elements f, g ∈ B.
Proposition 3.9. Let S be a Pru¨fer (in particular, a Dedekind) semidomain. If
B is a content S-semialgebra, then it is a Gaussian S-semialgebra.
Proof. Let f, g ∈ B be arbitrary. If one of these elements is zero, say f , then c(f) =
(0) and so, there is nothing to prove. Now, take both f and g to be nonzero. By
definition, there is a non-negative n such that c(f)n+1c(g) = c(f)nc(fg). Since B is
a content S-semialgebra, by Proposition 23 in [49], c(f) 6= (0) is finitely generated
and so invertible (since S is Pru¨fer). By canceling c(f)n, we get c(fg) = c(f)c(g)
and this completes the proof. 
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